
WaterSmart communicates the end-user benefits of smart water 
meters in advance of an AMI deployment. Our meter-agnostic 
platform helps pave the way for investments needed to improve water 
system resiliency for supplier, residents, and the entire community.

The Bridge to AMI

M O R E >

1. ANALYZE NON-AMI DATA
Many of the common benefits that are touted by AMI vendors are now 

available to non-AMI utilities. By combining multiple data sources with 

modern analytics technologies, utilities and end-users can glean many 

useful insights into water use patterns.

2. TARGET CUSTOMERS
Analysis of customer data allows for detailed segmentation of various 

groups and classes. This creates the opportunity for targeted outbound 

engagement programs that are highly cost-effective, yield operational 

savings, and help gain support for smart meter investments. 

3. COMMUNICATE PERSONALIZED INFORMATION
Deploying customized, direct customer communications on water use, 

savings opportunities, high volume leaks, threshold notifications,  

and rebate and incentive programs has been demonstrated to increase 

engagement levels and improve customer satisfaction.

A modern analytics and customer engagement platform 
supports a seamless transition from manual to AMI meter data.



FOR MORE INFORMATION
415.366.8622  
info@watersmart.com

“ Our customers are really happy that we can now give them 
real-time leak detection.” 
JASON CHRISTENSEN, PARK CITY, UTAH

4. IMPLEMENT AMI
AMI investments reduce data collection costs and provide for real-time 

leak detection, consumption threshold alerts, and other valuable consumer 

benefits. Having already established a stronger partnership with ratepayers 

will pay dividends at this stage.

5. DELIVER VALUE
As AMI meters are deployed, interval data can be immediately made 

available to customers via mobile and web interfaces. This allows for a 

staged deployment that provides real-time water use information, leak 

alerts, and highly accurate household water use disaggregation detail 

to consumers.
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